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Abstract. Nowadays, a lot of manufacturing companies are shifting their value
proposition from a product-centric perspective to sustainable Product-ServiceSystems (PSS). This transition allows companies to improve the customization
of their offer and to contribute to the reduction of material flow and consumption;
nonetheless, it poses some new challenges in terms of mindset and organization.
In particular, the analysis of the literature about PSS shows that there is still a gap
concerning the evaluation and the monitoring of new or reengineered PSS
provision processes using business process simulation. Few examples of
simulation in PSS field can be found, and multidimensional models considering
customer perspective and environmental sustainability beyond the economic
driver are not yet available. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to compare different
simulation paradigms and to define the most suitable to support the engineering
phase of a sustainable, customer-oriented PSS. Two possible alternatives were
identified and discussed through a test-case.
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Introduction

Facing the difficult economic juncture, an increasing number of companies has been
enlarging its value proposition starting to provide services in addition to their products,
moving from a product-centric perspective towards the provision of sustainable
Product-Service Systems (PSSs). This is contributing, from one side, to increase their
revenues and customer satisfaction and, from the other side, to a dematerialization of
their offering [1]. In particular, different are the advantages and the benefits achieved
with the introduction of a PSS: (i) differentiation from competitors, (ii) customers lockin and (iii) competitors lock-out thank to the provision and selling of a unique solution
[2]. Nevertheless, the shift to the PSS paradigm also poses some critical challenges to
companies, as they are required to review the entire organization [2]. Furthermore,
failing to manage this mindset shift can lead to limited payoffs and unsuitable revenues,
thus originating the so-called “service paradox” [3]. This is the reason why Service
Engineering (SE) [4], a relatively new research field, has been developed to adapt
existing engineering know-how to services. It is not a completely mature discipline,

and a common standard to deal with PSS and services is still missing [5]. Within this
context, many authors [6,7,8] defined possible design methodologies for PSS but none
of the existing provide suggestions to i) manage the dynamics involved in a PSS (e.g.
customer interaction or participation in the provision process; moving human resources
and high variability in customer behaviour), ii) monitor and implement a PSS, and iii)
manage the customer and company co-creation process. Therefore, considering these
issues, the main goal of the paper is to answer to the following research questions (RQ):
1. What are the main KPIs of a PSS delivery process that should be evaluated to
guarantee high customer value and to make it sustainable in the long term?
2. How do simulation paradigms (DES - Discrete Event Simulation, SD System
Dynamics, ABM - Agent-Based Modelling, and Hybrid Modelling) allow
gathering and managing the dynamics involved in a PSS?
3. How is it possible to integrate the environmental sustainability and customer
satisfaction performances into a PSS simulated process?
On this basis, this study is based on the following four steps:
1. Identification of the main KPIs that should be monitored in a PSS delivery
process;
2. Literature analysis of the state of the art in simulation modelling for
sustainable PSS;
3. Identification of the existing simulation paradigms allowing sustainable PSS
delivery process measurement;
4. Adoption and comparison of the simulation paradigms identified in a test-case.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the main
KPIs to be considered in a PSS. Section 3 presents a brief literature review about
simulation and environmental sustainability in PSS, whereas section 4 provides an
overview of the test case together with considerations about the two different
approaches. Section 5 presents the conclusions and possible further development
directions.
2

Identification of the main KPIs to be monitored in a PSS

Literature analysis provides a useful overview to define the main performance that
should be evaluated in a PSS delivery process. In particular, the co-creation process
between the customer and the company is a leading concept to understand how the
value is created in a PSS. Adopting the Service-Dominant logic, the roles of producers
and consumers are not distinct, meaning that value is always co-created, jointly and
reciprocally, in interactions among providers and beneficiaries through the integration
of resources and application of competences [9]. From this point of view, both the
customer (in terms of satisfaction) and the company (in terms of profitability and
efficiency) perspectives might be taken into account. Moreover, one of the main
elements emerged from the literature review is that, among the main advantages of a
PSS, sustainability is becoming more and more relevant [10]. For this reason, it has
been taken into account as well in our study.
To summarize and answer the RQ1, we consequently defined three main dimensions
for the evaluation of a PSS delivery process: (i) process efficiency, (ii) customers’
satisfaction, and (iii) environmental sustainability.

To measure and monitor these dimensions, we tried to adapt and translate existing
product-based knowledge into the service field. Among the existing tools largely used
in traditional manufacturing industry to tackle the dynamics and to monitor the process
, simulation is the most well-known, but its application to the PSS field is still largely
unexplored [11]. In particular since “the interaction of people with processes and
technology results in an infinite number of possible scenarios and outcomes that are not
possible to predict and evaluate using widely popular static process modelling
methods” [12], simulation has been selected. In this paper we will define simulation as
“the process of designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with
this model for the purpose of understanding the behavior of the system and/or
evaluating various strategies for the operation of the system” [13].
3

State of the art about simulation modelling for sustainable
PSS delivery process

Concerning the adoption of simulation in the SE context, we have been looking for
examples of simulation frameworks including both customers’ involvement in the PSS
delivery process and the environmental advantages carried out by the introduction of a
PSS offering. No framework seems to provide a broad perspective considering these
two dimensions as part of everyday business, but some studies actually deal with one
or the other.
There are three main simulation paradigms widely used to model manufacturing
systems: Discrete Event Simulation (DES), System Dynamics (SD) and Agent-Based
Modelling (ABM). SD can easily represent flows and cause-effect relations in a system
at a strategic level, starting from the consideration that the behavior of a system is
strongly dependent on its structure. DES is process-centric and focuses more on the
tactical/operational dimension level; it is, based on entity flows, resource sharing and
sequences of activities. On the other hand, ABM is more effective in the modelling of
individuals’ behavior, through a bottom-up approach in which agents have their own
rules and become active elements of the model [14]. All of them cannot be immediately
adopted into the PSS field and literature highlights that the underpinning reasons must
be sought in some key features of a PSS that are difficult to simulate, such as the
presence of human beings whose behavior cannot be easily translated into an equation
[15], the difficulty to define specific set of resources to allocate to service activities [16]
and the still undefined concept of PSS productivity [17]. Nevertheless, there are few
examples of the adoption of simulation modelling paradigms for both the assessment
of (i) PSS sustainability and (ii) PSS customer and company’s performance.
Regarding the evaluation of sustainability, there are two noteworthy examples. Lee
et al. [18] show the application of SD to a PSS whereas [19] try to put together
economic, social and environmental sustainability through a decision support system
based on ABM.
Considering the company and the customer performance perspectives, there are only
few studies. One of them is focused on the possible application of life cycle simulation
to PSS [20] and another is an application of SD to the analysis of the impact of PSS in
a manufacturing company [21]. Moreover, we found a single application of DES in
services, specifically focused on efficiency in social services [22]. Only one approach

has been specifically developed to analyze the performance of a PSS [23]. In addition,
some interesting applications of ABM to PSS development focusing on customer’s
satisfaction have been found [14], [24].
Next to the three “pure” simulation paradigms presented, hybrid modelling grew out
of the need to combine the advantages of two or more of these approaches, integrating
in one model specific features from the different techniques. This allows attaining a
higher flexibility and working at different levels of abstraction, exploiting at the same
time the strengths of each method [25]. For these reasons, the opportunity to use a
hybrid model has been considered as a possible way to better deal with the complexity
and the dynamics of a PSS.
As a first conclusion, we can state that some attempts to evaluate sustainability or
customer satisfaction in a PSS through a simulation approach already exist, meaning
that simulation can help to gather the dynamics of a PSS. This provides an answer to
RQ2, but still leaves a gap in the performance analysis because none of them considers
all the three KPIs identified from a multidimensional perspective. On this base, to
answer RQ3 we choose to analyze the system through two modelling solutions: a DES
model, focusing more on the delivery process and activities of which the PSS is made
up and a hybrid model, taking advantage of the specific features of both DES-ABM, in
which customers are modelled through the ABM approach. This gives more centrality
to their interaction with the PSS provider.
4

Test case

In order to better evaluate the potentiality of the identified approaches, we applied
DES and ABM to a real case from the automotive sector where the service market can
be four or five times larger than the market for products, and where nowadays there is
a strong commitment to environmental sustainability. We decided to use a truck
standard maintenance process as a test case, due to the extensive experience of some of
the authors in that area. The process works as follows: first, the customer arrives at the
workshop with his truck and is received by a receptionist. Then, the workshop foreman
performs an initial diagnosis, provides a general quotation for the estimated services,
and schedules the intervention. At its turn, the truck is exposed to three different
maintenance activities and, if no additional problems arise, it is checked out and
brought back to customer. If, instead, unplanned problems arise, or the final check does
not show a proper condition, another maintenance activity is carried out. As in reality,
there are two types of customers: (i) customer with a single truck and (ii) customers
with a truck fleet. Of course, at the scheduling, the customer with a fleet available would
bear better a long waiting time than the customer with only one truck that may
eventually decide to leave the system before being serviced. For the sake of simplicity,
at this point of the analysis the truck utilization of both the two customers would not be
considered. As hinted before, the automotive sector is characterized by high pressure
from the environmental point of view. In relation to a maintenance process, there are
different elements that can be taken into account; however, for the case presented in
this study, only the use of refurbished spare parts has been considered: that is, the
customer has the possibility to choose between new or refurbished spare parts both for
the scheduled maintenance and for the unplanned problems solving phase.

All the data related to the number of maintenance requests, the activities duration,
the customer willingness to wait, the number of utilized spare parts and the resources
employed have been taken from the company database and direct observations. Data
related to sustainability have been inferred from literature (e.g., the percentage related
to the adoption of refurbished spare parts [26]).
For what concerns the measurement of the main KPIs, we decided to use resources
utilization coefficients (workers and work spaces) to give a proxy for the economic
efficiency, while the total waiting time, the total service time and the percentage of
customers leaving the system before being served (they do not want to wait too much
time in queue) help to understand what is the service level perceived by the customer.
Finally, the environmental gain due to the customer’s choice of buying refurbished
spare parts is modelled through the indicator of CO2 avoided emissions. In this case, a
general reference value has been gathered from a study about remanufactured diesel
engines [27], not considering the variety of spare parts that can be substituted in a truck
maintenance process. This approximation can be justified observing that the focus of
the analysis is not the real case, but the application of the simulation to evaluate KPIs
in a PSS.
Two models have been built: a DES model built using Arena Rockwell simulation
and a hybrid DES-ABM model built using Anylogic. Input data, not reported in this
paper, were the same in both the two models. In Table 1, the results (mean values) of
the simulation considering the three main dimensions identified are reported
considering both DES and hybrid models. The total simulation time is equal to six
months; the service company is open five days a week, eight hours per day. The results
obtained are aligned with the as-is real data.
The test case performed represents just an initial step in defining an integrated PSS
simulation approach. In this sense, the work performed helped to shed light on the
possible use of business process simulation in assessing PSS performance, confirming
that this tool can reveal useful to manage PSS dynamism. In this sense, both the two
approaches suggested (DES and Hybrid model) provide an answer to RQ2 having an
acceptable fit with reality. Moreover, both are capable to measure the three main areas
of performance indicated. This last point, that answers RQ3, is demonstrated by the
data shown in Table 1 with the results related to company, customers and sustainability
dimensions. Results from the two approaches are almost similar, but there is a
discrepancy in the percentage of customer leaving the system. This is caused by one of
the main problems emerged in DES with Arena software that has some limitations in
defining the schedule arrival of trucks. The initial distribution reveals less random than
expected; for this reason, the number of truck waiting is higher and consequently a
higher percentage of customer leaves the system. This reason also explains the
difference in the service time (from 1,8 to 1,4 days).
Table 1. Results of simulations

Criteria

Parameter

DES

N° customers entering the system
N° customers served
Mechanics utilization

597
513
44%

Hybrid
model
611
568
44%

Economic
efficiency
Customer
satisfaction
Environmental
sustainability

Workshop foreman utilization
Receptionist utilization
Work space utilization
Service time
Total waiting time per customer
% of customers leaving the system
Avoided CO2 emissions

33%
39%
95%
1,8(days)
1,5(days)
15,0%
7,7%

35%
40 %
89%
1,4(days)
1,2(days)
6,5%
7,2%

The less random distribution indeed causes higher queues in the initial part of the
process where the customer cannot decide to leave the queue. Finally, the negligible
difference in the number of entities entering the system can be influenced as well by
this problem. Apart from this clear difference in the two approaches, the work
performed for this study also highlights some advantages of hybrid technique with
respect to DES. In particular, the use of ABM to model customers’ behavior and
preferences creates a considerable advantage in terms of model definition and use. This
method allows for the definition of copious rules that agents have to follow and in this
way facilitates the creation of the DES part that describes the process. The pure DES
approach indeed can describe the customer rule for the simple test case, but it required
additional technical expedients and work. Due to space constraint, data and other
simulations results have been omitted. However, they are available - with the exception
of those subject to non-disclosure agreement - upon request to the corresponding
author.
Further analysis can encompass the adoption of the two approaches to describe a
more complex PSS process. Through this, the advantages of the hybrid simulation
paradigm would become clearer. The use of the approaches in more complex scenarios
can be also a good starting point for the analysis of additional drivers to measure the
three main KPIs identified (e.g. costs as a driver for efficiency, a qualitative evaluation
of customer service, material consumption, energy utilization and waste reduction to
evaluate environmental sustainability).
5

Conclusions and further developments

The study presented in this paper illustrates a possible integrated simulation
approach to evaluate a PSS from multiple perspectives. First, a literature analysis has
been performed to define a set of integrated and effective metrics for PSSs. In this still
open research area, we decide to consider three main performance dimensions: i)
customer satisfaction, ii) economic efficiency and iii) environmental sustainability
(RQ1).
In the second stage, a literature analysis on simulation paradigms has been carried
out showing that DES, ABM and SD have been rarely applied to design services and
PSSs. The hybrid simulation paradigm is also still unexplored in PSS environment.
Two possible simulation approaches have been defined to test the different
simulation approaches: the first one is based on DES paradigm, and the latter uses a
hybrid model, which integrates advantages of DES and ABM paradigms. The two have
been applied in a test case and evaluated through their ability to describe the customer

and companies’ complexity. The results show that both the models allowed the
measurement of the performance of the three metrics defined (RQ2), but the hybrid
model revealed more useful in defining PSS and customer interaction monitoring the
three strategic perspectives (RQ3).
Further developments can regard the analysis of more complex test cases with the
introduction of other variables and constraints, in order to investigate the potentialities
of hybrid modelling for PSS more in depth.
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